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1. INTRODUCTION

Among the variety of image processing applications the analysis of x-ray data

is of growing importance. Whereas in the past 10 years effort has been

concentrated on the analysis of static pictures, there is an increasing

interest on the part of physicians in extracting functional Parameters from

time-sequenced X-Ray pictures (angiography). An angiographic analysis (e. g.

for the kidney) proceeds äs fol lows: (see fig. 1). The physician applies a

radio-opaque contrast medium to the kidney to be examined. The contrast

medium propagates through the kidney vessels at the speed of circulation of

the blood. The resulting scene, which is of constant morphology but varying

intensity, is viewed be the image intensifier Video System of the x-ray

equipment. Usually the scene is assessed by estimating differences from image

to image in order to get qualitative Information about the blood dynamics.

Potentially, however, the sequence contains spatially very differentiated

quantitative Information about the blood velocity or the filtration function
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of the kidney which cannot be extracted in sequential viewing by eye. Thus,

it is deslreable to use image processing tools to extract these Parameters.

ßefore tackling this problem it is useful to look at the present Situation

of image processing in radiology. The ideal imaging technique in radiology

would be one, which delivers the X-Ray absorption of the examined organ äs

a function of space and time. As illustrated in fig. 2 this could in principle

be achieved by taking image sequences of the organ from several (typically

180} directions. Although, there are experimental Setups proposed which allow

the acquisition of such complete information (1), the involved amounts and

rates of data are prohibitive for a clinical application in the near future.

Consequently, we have to confine ourselves to subsets (see fig. 3} of the data

which are specified on one hand by the technology, and on the other by the

Problem to be solved. The most simple subset is the conventional projection

ttadiugtiaph. The image formation process here is a single projection. Image

processing procedures have concentrated on the automatic detection of size,

shape and texture and the classification of these properties into diagnostic

categories. Another procedure is that of computci tumogtiaphtj, producing maps

of absorption values parallel to the X-Ray direction from a set of projections.

The resulting images are assessed by the physician directly or, in some cases,

processed way similar to what is done with conventional radiographs. Comparing

these two main image processing techniques we find that the processing of

conventional radiographs has no clinical relevance yet, whereas Computer

tomography is in wide-spread use. The reason for this is obvious. In the first

case the image <yite.ipxeta.ti o n process has to be automated by appropriate

algorithms. This has proven to present very complex problems. In the second

case the image ficfünation is done by the Computer in a way which converts a

non-interpretable data structure (the projections) into a pictorial structure

(the Computer tomogram) which the physician may interpret in a way he is used

to. Although there are implementation problems, the algorithms for reconstructlon

are comparatively simple.

Since in our special application we are interested in the time course of a

process we consider the subset of X-Ray data which contains one conventional

projection äs a function of töne. Having in mind that better images or images

containing new information are more helpful to the physician than automatic

interpretation, we have concentrated our investigation more on the search for

algorithms for image formation than for image interpretation.
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Earlier approaches to the problem of the quantitative measurement of blood

dynamics from an X-Ray Image sequence used the technique of angiodensitometry

(2-8). In the case of non-moving organs (e. g. the kidney) the time course

of X-Ray intensity at one or several regions selected by the physician is

registered. The analysis of the resulting curve yields Parameters such äs the

velocity of the blood stream. For moving organs (e. g. the heart) the boundaries

of the region of interest are determined first and thereafter the dynamic

behavior of the Parameter describing the region such äs the area of a ventricle,

is computed. Even in the- simpler case of non-moving organs the angiodensitometry

is far from clinical application for the following reasons:

- Unless advanced image processing tools are used the analysis

procedure is too laborious for utilization in a clinical en-

vironment.

- If one nevertheless computes a parameter such äs the blood

velocity in a single vessel, one recognizes that there is

- because of the complexity of the kidney function - no

unique reference value to which it could be compared.

- If one therefore measures only relative differences for

various regions of the same organ, one has the problem of

comparing a large set of numbers, which especially at the

high resolution of X-Ray images is prohibitive for a pract-

ical application.

Our approach to the problem of analysis of an X-Ray image sequence is based

on the fact that an appropriate pictorial presentation of the Parameters derived

from the sequence is best suited for usefully combining the ability of the

Computer to do computations on large amounts of data with the ability of man

to interpret complicated pictorial structures. The method, which we have named

Computer Angiography (9, 10), is described in the following chapter.

2. COMPUTER ANGIOGRAPHY

2.1 Image Coding

As the picture sequence in general is highly redundant, it has to be compressed

to have a manageable amount of data. Typically it consists of 128 frames of



256 x 256 pixels with 8 bit grey level resolution. It is now encoded in a way

which is based on the fact that only the characteristi es of the intensity

Variation with time contains the Information the physician is interested in.

Thus the following procedure is applied (see fig. 4): At any pixel the

Variation of intensity with time caused by the wash-in and wash-out behaviour

of the contrast medium (CM) is considered. Its shape - in the case of the kidney

a curve with a steep rise, a variable plateau and a slow decay - is now described

in a first order approximation by features such äs the t-ime ofa t.lic CM-maxx'muni,

töne o& f/ic C'.\-'{icnt, niax.iwum c{ CM, itc't'pnc-5-5 vfi tht> CM- 3-ion.f and latc. o$ dccaij

o^ tkc. CM. Instead of storing and processing the füll length curve (128 bytes),

we now have to process a vector of 5 bytes only for each pixel, which is a

manageable size for a routine application. It will be shown in a later section

that this coding scheme preserves at least the information the physician draws

from the sequential viewing.

2.2 Visual ization of Blood Dynamics by Functional Images

The decisive point of our approach for extracting more information than by

sequential viewing is the following: Instead of presenting the physician a

sequence of pictures äs a function of time, we give him a set of static

pictures, each of which describes onc point of view of the dynamic behavior

of the organ. This is achieved simply by presenting the feature matrices äs

grey tone or colour pictures. Thus, the image ' f <»ie t^ CM-^cmt1 is represent-

ative for the blood velocity, whereas the image 'maxömuH o{} CM1 is representative

for the blood perfusion. Fig. 5 shows a functional image of the type ' tÄmc o{}

CM- front* together with one frame of a conventional angiogram.

We recognize the following properties:

it is very similar to the conventional one.

Thus, the radiologist does not have to change his practice

of interpretation.

- The 4cjn<mt<ic.s however, is completely different. It shows

a survey of the blood speed during the observation time.

In other words: it transforms functional information in-

to static moipho£oQ'ica£ information which can be assessed

by the physician in a way he is used to.



- As a decisive advantage any background from overlaying tissue

or from device inaccuracies disappears.

- As shown in fig. 9 (left) a quantitative analysis is possible

by presenting the image in a colour code. Nevertheless, here

too, the radiologist assesses the image from its morphological

appearance.

Functional imaging has also been used in nuclear medicine (10 - 13} but has

not reached clinical applicability yet. This seems to be due to the inferior

spatial and time resolution.

2.3 Computation of Global Function Parameters

Functional images present £oca£ functional parameters, dependent on the

morphology of the organ. From the data global parameters which do not depend

on the morphology can also be derived. Fig. 6 shows äs example the

histogram of the parameter time of CM-front. From the time of the decay of the

histogram in a simple way the transit time from the arteria into the cortex of

the kidney can be computed.

2.4 Computation of Functional Histograms

The elements of a functional image represent only one parameter. The Information

which is contained in the combination of parameters is not used. Thus the

optical Präsentation of two-dimensional histograms of pairs of parameters is

a tool for visualizing patterns which could contain more detailed information

on the organ function. These histograms can be considered äs some kind of a

second order functional image which, of course, no longer contains the

morphology information the physician is used to. Suspicious regions, however,

may be retransformed into the morphological picture. Fig. 7 shows äs an

example the histogram time of CM-front vs. time of CM-maximum for a kidney.





3. IMPLEMENTATION

Except for the classification the algorithms are fairly simple. For a thorough

test and a final utilization in a cLi.tiic.cit e.nvÄtiowne.nt, however, there are

constraints concerning the Hardware and Software önptementatÄon. Clinical

environment means that the users are not at all interested in image processing

algorithms but need a quick availability of a medical result. Thus, one has to

find hardware and Software structures which are fast and hide complex internal

structures from the medical user. In the following chapter we describe the

implemented System, which we have named CA-1 (Computer Angiography System One).

3.l System Hardware

Requirements. The requirements were that the System had to be fast, and that

the acquxix tion of the picture series had to be performed at a speed allowing

immediate analysis. As a consequence, we chose the video Signal äs input and

aimed at a real-time digitization of the video information. Also the analysis

had to be fast because it had to be carried out äs an Interactive process. A

routine application of this technique is only possible if it is not time

consuming. Furthermore, should the result of a processing step require the

acquisition of a new data, it has to be available during the time the patient

is still present. To meet these requirements, one must decide between two

approaches. A pure real-time processing of multitemporal images äs proposed

by Kruger et al. (15, 16) has on the one hand the advantages that some simple

algorithms are fast and no temporary storage of large amounts of data is

necessary, which makes the System cheaper, but on the other hand it has the

severe disadvantages that more sophisticated algorithms cannot be applied and

that, after the image sequence has passed, all information which could not be

obtained in real time is lost. Therefore we decided not to aim at a pure real-

time processing. Instead we aimed at a high speed processing from stored data.

One reason is that the time context necessary for our algorithms is too large.

Another reason is that development and refinement of algorithms is much more

difficult if they are implemented in hardware at a too early stage of research

In detail the following functions have to be performed:
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- Picture data acquisition, storage, display and transfer

of pictures (or regions of pictures) at Standard video

rates (50 frames/s, 10 Msamples/s)

- Picture data processing such äs the computation of functional

Images at a speed allowing interactive analysis

- Suitable communication between user and System by

- adequate means of (graphic) command input,

- pictorial and graphic Output which is fast enough for inter-

active use and animation of pictures.

Concept. Considering that the most urgently required features are flexibility

and speed we chose for the realisation a multiprocessor structure (14) which

is called Digital Video System (DVS). Fig. 8 shows the structure of the multi-

processor System. It consists of several dedicated microprogrammed processors

which are connected through a high speed asynchronous bus (60 ns cycle time).

The high speed bus dynamically switches data paths between pairs of process-

ors and performs the process synchronization according to the preassigned

priorities.

Image buffers. Two image buffers of 32k x 16 bits for digitized video images

are used äs common resources by all processors. The image sequence buffer

presently being implemented serves for storage and retrieval of up to 4 million

Pixels (4 Mbytes). The memory control processor gives the user the possibility

to access the memory on a picture by picture basis or orthogonally on a 'time

course of pixel' basis. This decisively reduces the data reorganisation time

for the analysis algorithms which generally work on the time course.

Real time digitizer. The Real-Time-Digitizer (RTD) performs the real-time

acquisition» digitizing and storage of video images. In its design we aimed

at a maximum data reduction immediately at acquisition time. It is achieved

by the programmability of the acquisition parameters such äs region of interest

and time and spatial resolution. Thus, only limited regions are digitized with

no more spatial and time resolution than necessary.
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Fig. 8 Basic Hardware structure of the System CA-1

The RTD contains three classes of instructions:

- Instructions controlling the acquisition format. The user

can select any rectangular window with 0 <_ X < 255 and

0 _< Y < 255 for the acquisition.

- Instructions controlling the spatial resolution (sampling

rates of 5 MHz or 10 MHz) and the time resolution (up to

50 frames/s).

- Instructions controlling the destination of the digitized

data.

Video Display Processor. The Video Display Processor (VDP) is used for the

display of the data contained in the frame buffers or the color video monitor.

To give an easily interpretable optical presentation of the different semantics

of the data grey level transformation and/or colour coding is provided. Thus,

the main feature of the VDP is its programmable real time processing facility,

based on the technique of fast look-up tables. Monadic and dyadic operations

are available. Monadic operations work on one of the frame buffers or the

concatenation of both. A typical monadic Operation is contrast enhancement.

A dyadic Operation takes the two frame buffers äs operands. A typical application
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is Image subtractlon. As the look-up tables can be updated up to 50 times/s a

dynamic Interpretation of the picture data is possible, which even allows the

reconstruction of moving scenes from Images containing time Parameters. The

VDP contains three classes of instructions:

- Instructions controlling the display format: any rectangular

window with 0 <_ X <_ 255 and 0 <_ Y _< 255 can be selected by the

user.

- Instructions controlling the spatial resolution: (256 or 512

pixel/line).

- Instructions for filling the look-up tables (256 words 8 bits,

4096 words, 9 bits).

- Instructions controlling the data paths.

Video Tape Controller. For the long-term storage of image sequences a Video-

Tape-Controller has been built which together with the Real Time Digitizer

makes the video tape looking like a digital tape from which any image is

addressable. Thus, about 350 scenes of 10 seconds each may be stored and

retrieved.

The structure of the DVS is such that it is open to new processors. For

instance algorithms tested in the host Computer may be implemented in a special

processor for fast execution. The System has now been successfully in Operation

since two years.

3.2 System Software

The main requirements which had to be met by the Software Implementation are

one the one hand high efficiency, necessary to process in acceptable time the

large amounts of multi-temporal image data and on the other hand enough

flexibility to use the System in an interactive way.

Concept. In order to achieve these features we implemented an experimental

dialog System called 'PROFI-111 (Processing and Retrieval of Functional

Images on a PDP-11 Computer). To achieve flexibility PROFI-11 includes dialog

features like immediate execution of single commands äs well äs execution of

programs which have been edited before. User definable function-keys are
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provided for frequently used commands or programs. Programs may be interrupted

by an user-interrupt , e. g. to enter commands for inspection or modification

of var iab les. Afterwards the program-execution may be continued. Efficiency

was achieved by using the concept of a simple .tabte diivzvj compile.n instead

of a time consuming Interpreter and by using an Implementation language

(SIMPL-11), which we had previously designed (17), which combines efficiency

and machine-orientation of assembly languages with the advantages of control

structures and data types äs they are known from high level languages.

The system is partitioned into a frame (Supervisor, table driven Compiler,

data definition faci l i t ies) and a set of problem oriented Software processors.

These processors, which are the largest part of the System, use the Standard

FORTRAN subroutine interface, so they may be used without the frame äs

libraries for stand-alone programs, or the processors may be incorporated

into other frames, e. g. a dialog language for image processing (18) which

has been implemented concurrently. This language shall a lso support interested

but untrained physicians.

P < t ? e _ n °n a J y P - ^he ^a*-a definition facil it ies include, besides

the basic data types INTEGER and VECTOR, the problem oriented data types

COLOR, IMAGE and MULTIPLE IMAGE. To define the total size or to access subsets

of images and multiple images we use the data types REGION (1-dim.) FRAME

(2-dim. ) and CUBE (3 -d im. ) - For better readability the names of such objects

are preceded by special signs (% for regions, = for frames, for cubes).

E. g. the regions %X and 7.Y are defined by:

REGION % X , 100, 128.

REGION % Y , 50, 200.

A frame named XY may be composed of both regions by:

FRAME XY, '^X, %Y.

Then an image, which shall be physically located in image buffer l (indicated

by Ml), may be defined by one of the following equivalent commands:
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IMAGE TSTIMA, XY, Ml

IMAGE TSTIMA, %X, %Y, Ml

IMAGE TSTIMA 100, 128, 50, 200, Ml.

During a Session new data objects may be defined, old ones may be inspected

via an ASK-command or dropped via a DROP-command. For suitable objects (e. g.

frames) is also an interactive definition or alteration by trackball provided.

Operators. A large set of monadic and dyadic operators (including byte and

word arithmetic with and without automatic scaling, bit-handling, I/0-operators)

is implemented only once in a common operator pool which is shared by the

operations on integers, vectors, images and multiple Images. The execution

speed of complex monadic byte operators is greatly increased by using the

concept of Computing only once a look-up table for the operator which is after-

wards used äs fast transformation map (e. g. for logarithmization of images).

For image Enhancement and analysis we use iterative neighbourhood techniques

which have important advantages over pure local or sequential approaches.

Pure local approaches are too sensitive to noise and the results of sequential

approaches will often depend on the order on which the pixels are examined.

All neighbourhood algorithms are implemented using a common program frame for

effective fetching or operands and storing of results.

Specific Hardware Support. To achieve flexibility it is necessary that specific

hardware requirements and restrictions are hidden from the user. E. g. the

user may work with images which are physically located in one of the frame

buffers in the same way äs with images which are located in memory. Also it

is not necessary to know how to fill the hardware look-up tables to perform

a specific monadic or dyadic image Operation. From any byte operator the

corresponding look-up table may be derived automatically.

Manipulation (shifting, scaling) of tables for grey-level-transformation or

pseudocolor-coding may be done interactively by trackball.

Database Facilities. To provide local database facilities, a simple relational

data base System has been implemented. It is based on the file System and

allows definition of new relations and offers the necessary selection,

deletion, addition and Update features. Because the involved data amounts
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are small , all searches are purely sequential. For long-term storage the

local database will be connected to a large relational database System (20),

which we have implemented in parallel on an IBM 370/168 on top of the

commercial linear data base System ADABAS.

Performance. PROFI-11 is implemented on a PDP-11/45 Computer. For our

application the average processing speed has been doubled by adding a cache-

memory. The following examples shall give an impression of the system's

execution times:

image apc-iatÄ(WA: To clear an image (256 x 256 x

8 bit) takes 0.25s. Logarithmization of such an image with

explicit computation of the logarithm for each pixel takes

45 s. Using a Software look-up table the execution time is

only 1.7 s.

- Vtjadic and NcÄ.glibouilu'od upeia&unA: Adding or subtracting

two images (256 x 256 x 8 bits) takes 2.0s. A sample 3 x 3

smoothing algorithms needs 15 s. A more complex noise clean-

ing algorithm which takes into consideration which points

of a 3 x 3 neighbourhood will probably belong to the same

region (therefore sorting of neighbourhood is necessary)

needs 21 s to execute.

: To compute a set of 4 functional

images from a series of 128 images of an organ that fits

into a 128 x 128 picture matrix takes 4 min. Most of this

time is necessary for noise cleaning of the intensity

versus time curves. We are presently investigating whether

Parameters could be found with comparable physiological

meaning but less noise sensitivity.

4. APPLICATION

With the described method about 140 image sequences (120 kidneys, 20 livers)

have now been examined. The following examples are to show that already in

the present state results with clinical relevance are achieved.
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(yellow-brown region) could be recognized earlier than by conventional methods,

Fig. 14 is to demonstrate that even more complicated defects in the blood

dynamics may be localized by the Computer Angiography. It shows a functional

image 'time of CM-Maximum' of a kidney with a tumor covering nearly the

whole organ. The yellow region in the center gives the impression that there

is a region with delayed blood f low. The analysis of the x-ray intensity äs

a function of time in the suspic ious region gives the result that this region

describes a shunt between the arterial and the venous System. In this case the

curve (fig. 15) shows a twin peak corresponding to the arterial and the venous

flows respectively. The program, accidentally, interpretes this Situation äs

a delayed arterial f low. We conclude that the refinement of the algorithms to

recognize more special features such äs the presence of twin peaks may lead

to the localisation of abnormal ities not visible at all in conventional

angiograms.

The method is, of course, applicable to other organs such äs the liver, the

brain or the heart. Fig. 13 shows the functional image 'time of CM-front1 of

a liver before ( left) and after the injection of Dilatol which is known to

increase the blood flow. In the case of this patient, who was suffering from

a liver cirrhosis it could be proven by the functional image that there was

no significant influence on the blood f low.

5. CONCLUSIONS

It has been shown that the new method of Computer Angiography i s an instrument

for obtaining essentially more and better diagnostic information from angiograms

of organs such äs the kidney and the liver. Although the radiologist gets a

new kind of information, he does not have to change his technique for

interpreting images. The proven success of the described method supports our

opinion that at the present state of medical image processing one most

promising approach is to compute new images containing better information

rather than to aim at the automation of the image interpretation, which

is still best done by the radiologist.
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